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The theatre company Artello was founded in
Vigo (Galice, Spain) in 1978. Since then we have
produced a total of twenty shows for all
Ages. From the beginning we have held collec‐
tive creation as a basis for our work.

From the former period of our career shows
like Tarará‐chis‐pum (1978), The bare singer
(1981), Celts without filter (1983), Gulliver FM
(1985) or Batea (1990) could be highlighted.

In 1994, Rosa Hurtado and Santiago
Montenegro decided to start a new period,
characterized by a more artisanal work, gath‐
ering actors, puppets, objects, shadows... in
our proposals.

As a result we have made
shows like The Book
(1995), A love story
(1999), Amadis from Som‐
ewhere (2002), Fabulous
(2005), Tom Thumb (2008)
or Cinderela Mix (2011).
All of them have toured
‐and keep touring‐ many
festivals and all kind of
programmes for family
and school audiences.

Don't touch
my circles

Artello teatro presents

According to legend, DON'T
TOUCH MY CIRCLES were the last
words that the wise man
ARCHIMEDES of Syracuse said,
just before he was killed by a
roman soldier in the year 212 BC.

Tomas Canalejo is a scientist
passionate about his job at the
University, but he was fired few
months ago. Now he's struggling
to reinvent himself based upon
the prophet's phrase: if the
people won't come to Physics,
Physics must go to the people.

So be alert because you might
meet him with his obsession on
any stage within reach. He's got
plenty of both audacity and
excitement. But should it be
enough?



A one‐man show where the biography of
Archimedes intertwines with the Canalejo's
struggle to go ahead with his project.
This provokes the appearance of a crowd
of characters, thus giving rise to dif‐
ferent techniques of acting and puppetry.

A suitcase, an ukulele, a scarf, a sicilian
'pupo' and little more. Everithing happens
in contact with the audience: changes of
characters, live sicilian songs...

Such simplicity enables DDoonn''tt ttoouucchh mmyy
cciirrcclleess to be adapted to any sort of ven‐
ues, from a theatre to a pub.

". . .without a doubt, he overcomes the

challenge: highlights the theatricality

of the text and provides a structure for

the tale. And since he carries out his

job very properly and the story is

humbly pleasant, he eventually reaches

the involvement of the audience, and

finishes in grateful applauses." (M.

Xestoso, Teatro Crítico Universal,

Revista Galega deTeatro)

"a reflection in a tone of humour, in a

really clever and funny way, about the

troublesome relationship
between

science and power, as well as doing a

tour around the figure of Archimedes,

his discoveries and inventions and how

those were so useful.. ." (J. L. Parici
o,

Diario delAl
toAragón)
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